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Our Vision
The South Carolina Chapter of the Healthcare Financial
Management Association will continue to be the leading
professional resource for individuals seeking excellence in
the area of financial management of integrated health
systems and other healthcare organizations.

Save the Date
SC HFMA | Fall Institute
October 23-25, 2019
Westin Poinsett
Greenville, SC
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2019-2020 Sponsors
We would like to thank and recognize the following sponsors for their participation in our chapter:
Presidents Club

Gold

Silver
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RMC
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Dear SCHFMA Members,
I hope you all had a safe and happy Labor Day weekend and that you’re enjoying the many mem
bership benefits available to you so far this chapter year! There are a number of fantastic educa
tional opportunities coming up so please take advantage of these rewarding experiences!
First, I’d like to let you know the Healthcare Sound Bytes and Committee Meetings event in July was outstanding. It was a great opportunity to network with fellow chapter volunteers and the education provided was outstanding. You’ll find a recap of that meeting and more in the brand new chapter newsletter.
On to items you’ll want on your schedule!


Have you made plans to attend the Fall Institute in Greenville? If not, please save these dates: October 23,
24, and 25. Planning is underway for better networking opportunities and faster learning tracks, providing
the way to a stronger career path for all members! Check out the chapter website for registration information.



The Southeastern Summit is on tap for February 18, 19, and 20, 2020 in Charleston. This is the inaugural
Southeastern Summit (formerly known as Dixie) and we couldn’t be more excited to be the host chapter this
year! Planning has been underway for this event to ensure a Region 5 experience like no other! Mark your
calendars, and be on the lookout for registration to open soon.



The initial CRCA exam takes place October 14 – 18, 2019. It will be held at multiple sites throughout the
state so you’ll be able to select your preferred site and date. Exam information will be sent to individuals
currently registered for the CRCA program so watch your inbox between now and September 30th!

Last but not least, our chapter newsletter is ready for you! If you have any content suggestions, please share
them. This is your chapter so we want to make sure you’re seeing items that interest you!
As always, don’t hesitate to reach out to any member of the chapter board, committees, or volunteers if you
have any questions.
Thank you for being a part of South Carolina HFMA and I hope to see you at one of our events soon!
Sincerely,
Michael Jebaily
President, HFMA South Carolina Chapter
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Do you have an article or information
that you’d like to see in an upcoming
newsletter?
Please reach out to a member of the
Communications Committee.
We’d love to hear from you. Send an
email to: mgstutz@lexhealth.org
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Communications Committee
Melissa Stutz [Committee Chair]
I hope that you enjoy our newsletter for this month. We’ve added a few new sections.
A special thanks goes out to Brad King for his assistance with the September newsletter.
If you have any feedback that you’d like to share regarding articles or items that you’d
like to see in future editions, please let us know.
I’m pleased to share that that we have a few individuals that have shown interest in
assisting with the upcoming newsletters. Tammy Perian-Grice with Evolve Business
Solutions and Taylor Searfoss with AccuReg. We look forward to working with them.

Robert Taylor
I’m proud to be serving on the board of South Carolina HFMA and look forward to
helping our chapter grow. It’s important to have just the right mix of educational
opportunities and networking events for us to build a strong, member-centric organization. As this chapter year comes to a close, I’m thankful to be surrounded by
such an amazing

Sandi Owen [social media-newsletter]
I’m thankful for the many volunteer opportunities available in our HFMA chapter! Working with social media, helping with events, and contributing to the
newsletter has allowed me to meet some wonderful people and make great
new friends! I hope to help provide interesting and fun coverage of our chapter’s events and opportunities. 2019-2020 is going to be jam-packed with
SES in Charleston along with all our annual events!
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Bradley “Brad” King
South Carolina Chapter Member’s 42 Year Healthcare Finance Career
Born and raised in Southern California , Bradley (Brad) King
joined the US Army and received training as a petroleum
laboratory specialist. Sgt. King returned from Vietnam service with the 9th Infantry and 1st Infantry and began college
at Willamette University in Salem, Oregon. In 1976, Brad
graduated with a BA in Biology/Pre-Med, an MBA and an
MPA, having contributed a master’s thesis on the production
of petrochemically-based biomedical supplies in prerevolution Iran. He served as both undergraduate and graduate student body presidents and was the statewide college
coordinator in U.S. Sen. Bob Packwood’s successful reelection campaign.
Following graduate school, Brad joined the healthcare audit
and consulting practice of Arthur Young & Company’s Portland, OR, office. Lead healthcare practice partner Chuck
Kampmann, a past Oregon chapter President, was a strong
HFMA advocate and supported Brad’s early involvement.
During his 5-1/2 years with AY, Brad served as a chapter
committee chair and chapter treasurer. His audit and consulting engagements with more than 40 hospitals in OR, WA,
AK and ID gave Brad a broad perspective on how hospitals
were dealing in many different ways with shared problems.
Brad also earned his CPA while with AY.
After finishing the annual audit of 440-bed Sacred Heart
Medical Center in Eugene, OR, Brad was asked by the hospital’s CFO, Howard “Skip” Kriz (another former Oregon HFMA
chapter President), if he would be interested in assuming
Skip’s CFO role when Skip moved on to become President of
a soon-to-be acquired area HMO. Brad interviewed with
Board members and the hospital CEO, Sr. Monica Heeran,
and began an eight month stint as Controller in late 1981,
before becoming CFO in 1982. Always challenged by Sr.
Monica to “prepare in advance of need,” Brad attended
training on joint ventures, mergers and acquisitions offered
by Rainier Bank (Valuing Closely-Held Businesses), AICPA (on
-line courses in M&A valuation and negotiation) and HFMA
(Hospital Joints Ventures and Mergers). During the following
eight years, Brad participated in or led acquisition of five
different hospitals, a skilled nursing facility and three physician-hospital joint ventures, often serving on resulting boards
and management committees.

With the proposed implementation of Medicare’s DRG payment
system in 1986, Brad worked with Sen. Packwood to successfully keep Oregon on the original implementation cycle rather
than the amended slower cycle, resulting in more than $60
million of payment otherwise lost to Oregon hospitals. Brad also
led teams in development of a detailed procedure-level cost
accounting system and implementation of a full product line
management system. Staying active in HFMA, he served as OR
chapter president-elect and president before then moving to an
ongoing Board member role. Brad strongly supported his Sacred Heart Patient Financial Services Director, Ray Beaman, is
his HFMA participation, with Ray also ultimately becoming OR
chapter President.
[Brad’s fascinating career continues on the next page.]
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In 1990, Brad was hired as CFO of Saint Joseph Medical
Center in Burbank, CA, with 657 acute and 122 skilled nursing beds. In spite of heavy involvement in the hospital’s
successful financial turnaround performance improvement
efforts, Brad found time to be a Southern California HFMA
chapter committee chair and Board member and served as
the HFMA Legislative Affairs Liaison for the three California
chapters with the state legislature in Sacramento. Having
also served as HFMA Region XI Regional Executive and National HFMA Matrix member, Brad finalized his prior
Follmer, Reeves and Muncie Awards with the HFMA Award
of Honor in 1993. He also served on several national committees of the Catholic Health Association and the American
Hospital Association.
Leaving Southern California in late 1995, Tega Cay, SC,
became Brad’s home in 1996, and the South Carolina
HFMA chapter became his home chapter. Working for SunHealth, subsequently Premier, he provided consulting support to many member hospitals as Vice President of Strategic & Financial Consulting. With the spin-off of the consulting practice to LarsonAllen, now CliftonLarsonAllen (“CLA”),
Brad continued his JV and M&A consulting but also moved
into Interim CFO work, serving with hospitals in KY (twice),
Minneapolis and the Department of Mental Health in Washington, DC. In 2005, after a year as Interim CFO at University Hospital in Portland, OR. Brad then served as the overall
Oregon Health and Sciences University CFO during a four
year leave of absence from CLA. Brad says he learned many
new aspects of healthcare working with this $2 billion annual budget organization of an adult hospital, children’s hospital, five colleges, seven campuses, 900 member medical
group and national primate center. He was also heavily
involved in OHSU’s EPIC EMR implementation and represented national HFMA in presentations to David Brailer, the
first HHS National IT Coordinator, which led to federal financial support for EMR implementation costs.
In 2009, Brad and his wife Susan returned to their home in
Tega Cay as he rejoined the Charlotte office of CLA and the
South Carolina Chapter. Brad continued his consulting in
M&A, strategic planning and Interim CFO roles in Peoria, IL,
a multihospital system based in Cape Girardeau, MO, and
Murrieta, CA.

Brad & Susan
King
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Following mandatory principal retirement from CLA in
December 2015 at age 65, Brad continued as Interim
CFO in Murrieta, CA until November 2016 under an
independent contract.
Brad now lives with his wife, Susan, at their homes in
Tega Cay and in New Orleans, LA, doing occasional
M&A consulting and enjoying retirement with their two
sons, daughters-in-law and two granddaughters. Looking back on his career, Brad gives great credit for his
career success to his involvement in HFMA, to several
very important mentors, and to the continued support
of his wife, Susan, through long hours and many
moves and absences. Brad also finds HFMA to continue to be stimulating and enjoyable, even in semiretirement, and intends to continue to attend whenever schedules permit.
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Why a Patient-Friendly Billing and Payment System Matters*
By Brian Eggert
To boost your bottom line, it may pay to consider

patient consumerism when dealing with your patients. Because when a patient schedules a visit for
medical care, they’re not simply thinking about the
quality of care. They’re thinking about the value
they’re getting from the visit, even if they have medical insurance coverage. Here are some of the realities patients and care providers are facing in regards to patient consumerism:
 In the past decade, high-deductible health plans

have become the norm for millions of Americans,
meaning your patients’ out-of-pocket expenses
cover the gamut, from $1,350 for individuals to
#13,300 for families. That means even with tools
like health savings accounts, patients are more
watchful than ever over their health care dollars.

 Some of the struggling patients are young: Pa-

tients in their late 20s were more likely to have
medical debt in collections than older patients,
despite the fact they were less likely to use medical services, according to a 2018 study published
in Health Affairs. Another surprise: Half the accounts in collections were for less than $600.

 Three-quarters of a percent of health care provid-

ers saw a rise in patient responsibility for payments in 2015, according to a report in Rev Cycle
Intelligence. And health care providers aren’t recovering the full balance from the patient but recouping 50-70 percent of the billable amount.

To work within these new realities, health providers
can take proactive steps to make access to medical
care more patient-friendly, and one area of focus
could be in the realm of billing and collections.
Better front-end procedures: When a patient goes
about their daily lives, they have become accustomed to completing many transactions online or
with a smartphone app whether they want to apply
for a new job, shop for necessities, order food, get a
ride, buy concert tickets, or transfer funds. When a
patient wants to see a doctor, patients are still picking up the phone to book appointments and filling
out paper forms in the waiting room.

Offering an online scheduling system is more convenient way for patients to book (and reschedule)
appointments. Giving patients the ability to fill out
electronic intake forms can reduce data entry errors, speed up the billing process and ensure that
your billing department has accurate information
about the patient.
Communicate about costs: From a patient’s perspective, medical costs are notoriously difficult to
plan for. Health Care providers can help patients
prepare by informing them of their payment responsibility upfront. Some providers even supply chargemaster prices, with a strong caveat that the amount
could change after their insurer processes the visit.
When patients gain the ability to plan for these expenses, it can reduce stress in patients and build
trust.
Starter collections: The final step in the patient interaction is billing. Accepting online credit card payments makes it easy, convenient and safe for patients to pay their bills. When patients are late with
payments, good communication is key to recovery,
especially if the phone calls and letters help patients understand their options to catch up on their
late bills. Finally, treat past-due patients with respect and compassion. When it comes time to send
these accounts to a collection partner, experience
and professionalism count.
Health care is a major expense for patients, which
is why it’s important for clinics and practices to
demonstrate they are just as much for a patient’s
financial health as they do their physical health.

Brian Eggert is a business development specialist and
writer for IC System. More information: https://
bit.ly/2AZ010l

Reprinted with permission from ACA International
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SC HFMA Welcomes New Members
Joined in May-June-July 2019
BUSINESSES
Prisma Health
(added 340 new members)
Bon Secours—St. Francis Physician Services
(added 2 new members)
Cerner Corporation
(added 1 new member)
Hope Health, Inc.
(added 1 new member)
Pricewaterhouse Coopers
(added 1 new member)
The Gibson Firm
(added 1 new member)
UCI Medical Affiliates

INDIVIDUALS

(added 1 new member)

Tara Farmer
Keri Kirkland
Barbara Sigmon
Tokeshia Simpson
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Benefits of Membership*
Being a member of HFMA means joining a thriving community of industry professionals committed to their careers, their contacts, and their success! Here are the top reasons to join us:


Be equipped to deal with whatever lies ahead with unlimited access to the most relevant
healthcare finance information—customized and curated just for you!



Collaborate and engage with a community of peers to help you both understand and influence the unending change taking place in our industry!



Find what you need, when you need it! From professional certification to online education to
regulatory analyses and so much more—all for one price!

*information from https://www.hfma.org/membership/overview.html
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October 23—25, 2019
Fall Institute 2019
January 17, 2020
Winter Awards Banquet
February 18-21, 2020
2020 Southeastern Summit

www.schfma.org

https://www.linkedin.com/company/
healthcare-financial-managementassociation-south-carolina-chapter

@SCHFMA
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Future-proofing the Revenue Cycle
Christopher Fisher, maxRTE Business Development Director
An inefficient revenue cycle is tinder for igniting
delayed and denied reimbursements and burning
a gaping hole in the financial results of a majority
of healthcare providers. Left untreated, this systemic issue continues to derail cash flow, which
could eventually compromise an organization’s
ability to provide quality service and outcomes.
Complex payment models confound provider
efforts to get billing and coding right. To overcome the challenge, providers should automate
key functions that will make the revenue cycle
efficient, boost productivity, and foster prompt
insurer and patient payments.
Select compatible advanced RCM technology
Providers need to expand their view of technology beyond treatment options and devices. Applying technology to automate revenue cycle management (RCM) lightens administration burden,
streamlines workflow, and reduces human error
and labor costs.
Choosing the right RCM technology should focus
first and foremost on easy integration with the
provider’s established workflows and legacy system. Interrupting current workflow is a sure-fire
way to sabotage adoption of any new technology
and in this case making the revenue cycle more
complex.
Front-end improvements reduce back-end
challenges
Error prevention is the name of the game for
eliminating underpayments, back-end issues,
and claim denials. Automation is the best way to
address error-prone manual front-end tasks associated with coding and billing that add to employees’ administrative workload.
Automated prior authorizations and benefits verification, registration prior to patient visits, and
other front-end tactics will not only significantly
improve revenue cycle efficiency, as well as minimize errors. In addition, support for data collection in advance of the patient’s arrival avoids bottlenecks at the check-in desk that contribute to
confusion and misinformation about insurance as
well as patient dissatisfaction.

Transparency fosters patient confidence,
loyalty
Patients are more keenly aware of their
healthcare choices than ever before, thanks to
the growth of promotion in this increasingly
competitive industry. High deductibles have
sharpened their sensitivity to pricing when selecting where to spend their healthcare dollars.
As a result, consumers appreciate knowing
what their financial responsibility will be before
proceeding with treatment. Lack of this transparency can cause sticker shock, mistrust, and
a greatly delayed revenue cycle as patients
struggle to pay unexpectedly high medical bills.
Pre-service discussion with patients about their
insurance eligibility and benefits, treatment estimates, and their financial responsibility and
payment options establishes expectations and
a foundation of trust.
Manual must be eliminated for the new
healthcare consumerism
Revenue cycles that rely on manual processes
are no match for today’s complex healthcare
industry, let alone its future. It’s clear that competition for valuable services will continue to
intensify, and consumers will hold the reins
when it comes to making healthcare choices.
Blind acceptance of physician referrals is a
thing of the past. Consumers rightfully expect a
comprehensive financial picture before making
decisions about providers and services. To accommodate this departure, providers must
streamline the front-end of their revenue cycle
with a technology that meshes with their workflows and provides the front-desk the information they need to conduct patient discussions before they see the doctor.
maxRTE has been helping healthcare providers shorten the revenue cycle for more than 20 years. With
maxRTE, just one click validates plan-specific benefit
data such as patient coverage effective dates, co-pays
and deductible information. Visit maxrte.com for your
free web demo.
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Annual Jerry Walker Beach Volleyball Tournament 2019

*Photos with blue borders
taken by Max Smith.
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June 4, 2019
SC HFMA
211 Oyster Reef
Mount Pleasant, SC 29466
Dear Michael Jebaily,
Please accept our sincere thanks for your donation of 241 pounds of assorted items donated in the month of May
2019. Your donations really make a difference for those in our
community seeking assistance with food during it times of crisis. During 2018, Helping Hand served over 21,382 clients and
their families. This year to date, we have served over 8,902
households, so we know the need in our community continues
to be ongoing.
As you may know, Helping Hand is a crisis intervention agency
whose purpose is to help those in need with food, transportation, referral, medication, rent utilities, and other individualized
services. Although the services and the number of clients have
expanded in the last 45 years since Helping Hand’s inception,
the focus has remained the same – assisting people in crisis in
the Myrtle Beach area. We are a non-profit organization that
receives funding from ten area churches, United Way of Horry
County, foundations, groups, businesses, and individuals. It is
through donations that Helping Hand is able to continue to provide services to the less fortunate in our community.
Again, thank you so much for your support and interest in Helping Hand of Myrtle Beach; we couldn’t do what we do if we didn’t have the wonderful support of our community! For
current information on our agency please visit our Facebook page.
Sincerely,

Louise White
Pantry Coordinator

Annual Institute 2019
Service Project
louise.white@helpinghandmb.org
1411 Mr. Joe White Avenue, Suite B
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
843-448-8451
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Here’s How You Can Confront Workplace Violence in a Healthcare Setting
July 05, 2019 by Chris Pirschel ONS Staff Writer Oncology Nursing Society https://voice.ons.org

RNs encounter workplace violence and abuse at a far higher rate than in any other
profession in the United States. Although the topic is uncomfortable, it’s a very
real aspect of health care for many professionals. Most nurses have likely experienced an abusive, dangerous, or violent encounter in the healthcare setting at
some point in their careers.
Those events can leave a lasting impact—physically, mentally, and emotionally—requiring
medical care, psychological counseling, or even job reassignment. Some scars from
violent or traumatic encounters can stay with nurses forever, leading to burnout or post-traumatic stress (see article on
page 38 of ONS publication). Violence in the workplace doesn’t just jeopardize nurses’ safety; its lingering effects can
also diminish their ability to provide high quality care for future patients.
Recognize Workplace Violence When You See It Workplace violence can come from aggressive patients, confrontational family members, total strangers entering the institution, or even other members of the healthcare team. According to
the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), workplace violence and abuse can be categorized into
four different types:




Type 1 involves individuals with criminal intent who have no relationship to the business or its employees.
Type 2 involves a customer, client, or patient where the individual has a relationship with the business and becomes
violent while receiving services.
 Type 3 involves a worker-on-worker relationship and includes employees who attack, threaten, or abuse another
employee.
Type 4 involves individuals with personal relationships with the intended target but who don’t have any relationship to the
business or institution itself.
Provide Prevention Programs Although the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) doesn’t require workplace violence prevention programs at any institutions, it does provide voluntary guidelines for nurses and other
healthcare professionals interested in learning more about workplace violence prevention. The guidelines are available
from OSHA.
NIOSH provides a free online course, Workplace Violence Prevention for Nurses, to help providers understand the details of violence in a healthcare setting, including prevention strategies at the personal and organizational level. The
course also highlights post-event response strategies and further details about prevalence and consequences.
Advocate for Change In March 2019, U.S. Senator Tammy Baldwin (D-WI), member of the Senate Employment and
Workplace Safety Subcommittee, introduced the Workplace Violence Prevention for Health Care and Social Service
Workers Act. The bill would authorize OSHA to enforce safety standards for all employers, requiring them to write and
implement workplace violence prevention plans for healthcare professionals. In the U.S. House, Representative Joe
Courtney (D-CT) reintroduced a version of the Workplace Violence Prevention for Health Care and Social Service Workers Act, which would allow OSHA to develop and enforce workplace violence prevention safety standards.
With support in both chambers of Congress, nurses have a prime opportunity to advocate for change. By sharing stories
and experiences of workplace violence, nurses can educate lawmakers about the impact it has on personal well-being
and professional practice. As part of its advocacy efforts, ONS is focused on nursing workforce issues, including potentially violent or unsafe environments, and continues to provide nurses the opportunity to connect with elected officials at
all levels of government.
https://voice.ons.org/news-and-views/heres-how-you-can-confront-workplace-violence-in-a-healthcare-setting

Reprinted with permission. This material is protected by U.S. copyright law. Unauthorized reproduction is prohibited. To purchase
quantity reprints, please e-mail reprints@ons.org or to request permission to reproduce multiple copies, please e-mail pubpermissions@ons.org
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In case you missed it...
On Thursday, July 25th, Chapter President Michael Jebaily led a chapter year kick-off session at the South Carolina Hospital
Association William L. Yates Conference Center in Columbia. Attending were chapter officers, Board members, committee
chairpersons and interested chapter members. The meeting had two purposes; to provide short to-the-point educational
sessions and to begin planning discussions for South Carolina HFMA’s new year.
An excellent slate of speakers presented from their expertise on the following topics:
A Legislative Update was presented by Barney Osbourne, SCHA Vice President of Finance and Reimbursement and Krista Hinson, Director, Government and State Relations. They began by discussing the new contracting ability of Medicaid MCOs and closed by addressing the need to record unpaid Medicare crossover claims as bad debt rather than
contractual adjustments. They covered a lot of additional state information, as well as substantial federal information, which you can see in the PowerPoint presentation posted on the chapter website.
Kelly Jolley, Managing Attorney at the Jolley Law Group, gave a spirited presentation on What HIPAA Enforcement
Means to Your Organization. Kelly gave detailed information supporting the substantial increase in OCR settlements; both in number and dollar amounts, and focused on organizations’ risk analyses.
Daniel Crowson CPA, manager at Burkett, Burkett and Burkett CPAs, gave an excellent overview of IRS Tax Code Updates and How they Affect You. His side-by-side before and after slides were great for conveying those changes.
After a catered lunch, the meeting reconvened.
Jeremy Wannamaker, CEO of Complete Network, spoke on Healthcare Security Innovations. Jeremy gave several very
interesting examples of recent security
breaches in companies and government
entities, and then addressed various security approaches. He challenged certain password myths and presented information on
various new security tools, even including
some incorporating artificial capabilities.
Taken together, the above sessions yielded
two CPE units and all PowerPoint Presentations are available on the SCHFMA.org website.
Special thanks to Brad King for providing
this summary
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Anniversary Milestones
June

July

August

Celebrating 30 Years
Kaptra Lott—Bottom Line Systems

Celebrating 25 Years
James Larkins—Global Financial Services/DataTrac

Celebrating 20 Years

Celebrating 10 Years

Kevin Callaway—DHG Healthcare

Brian Earnest—Spartanburg Regional Healthcare System

Robert Minus—Receivable Solutions

Nicole Risey—Huron Consulting Group

Celebrating 5 Years
Bart Bennnett—Springbrook Behavioral Health systems
Christina Gantt—KPMG LLP
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Certified Members

Amorette Camille Raymes, CHFP
Barbara I Cook, CHFP
Barney E Osborne, Jr., FHFMA
Bill Gay, CHFP, CPA, CIA, Cr.
Blix M Rice, CHFP
Bruce Davis, FHFMA
Bryan Cox, CHFP
Camie S Patterson, CPA, CMA, FHFMA
Charles R Hyatt, CHFP
Cheryl K Sanguinetti, CHFP
Christian Soura, CHFP
Christina M Pearson, CPA, FHFMA
Danielle Gori, FHFMA
David C Dugan, FHFMA
Donald C Lewis Jr., FHFMA
Donna Kelly Walker, CHFP
Douglas B Burrell, CHFP, CRCR
Dudley B Harrington, FHFMA
Faith Brownlee Hartley, CHFP
Frank P Grella, FHFMA
Gregory E Scarbrough, CPA, FHFMA
Gregory S Taylor, FHFMA, CPA
Gwen F Stubbs, CHFP
J. David Sudduth, FHFMA

J. Scott Yandle, CHFP
Jasper A Powell, CRCA, FHFMA
Jeffrey L Perkins, CHFP, CPA
Jennifer Hayes, CHFP
Jeraud G Hammond, FHFMA
Jessica M Curtis, CHFP, CRCA
Joe C Martin Jr., FHFMA
Jordan L Heavner, MHA, CHFP
Julie M Fowler, CHFP
Kam Mok, CHFP
Kathleen M Stapleton, CHFP
Kellie Clement, CHFP
Kimberly B Green, CHFP
Koshina Legette, CHFP
Kyle E Herbert, CPA, CMA, FHFMA
Laura B Varn, CPA, CHFP
Lawrence A Laddaga, Esq., FHFMA
Lawrence A Melita, FHFMA
Linda R Kornman, CHFP
Lisa Y Landreth, CHFP
Liza Porterfield, CHFP
Lynnwood H Young, FHFMA
Marie H Evans, CHFP
Marshall Todd, CHFP

Martin G Moore, FHFMA
Matt Whitener, CHFP
Melanie W McMaster, FHFMA, CPA
Michael A Ehlen, CHFP
Michael E Jebaily, FHFMA
Nelda D Fields, FHFMA
Raymond E McCulloch, FHFMA, CPA
Rebecca J Brugler, CHFP
Richard Caffrey, FHFMA
Robert G Hetrick, FHFMA
Stanley E Smith, FHFMA, MHA, CRA
Stephen G Lutfy, FHFMA
Tessa G Whitworth, CPA, CRCA, CHFP
Thomas D Cockrell, FHFMA
Tim A Durden, CHFP
Todd M Heckmkan, CHFP
Trudy P Soloman, CHFP
Wendy L Dukes, CHFP
William C Peters, FHFMA
William D Clinkscale, CHFP
William N Phillips, FHFMA, CPA
William R Koprowski, Ph.D, JD, FHFMA
Wm. Paul Kearns III, FHFMA, CPA
Yulia V Milli, FHFMA

If you have any questions or would like to obtain additional information regarding the national certifications programs, please contact Steve Lutfy, FHFMA at
stephen.g.lutfy@pwc.com or 803-753-5209
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THE (NEW) GOLD STANDARD

Certified
Healthcare Financial
Professional
Healthcare is changing—and so is the Certified Healthcare Financial
Professional (CHFP) designation.

Business Skills
for today’s
healthcare leaders

The new CHFP from HFMA prepares finance professionals, clinical
and nonclinical leaders, and payers to address the continually
evolving healthcare business environment. Multidisciplinary courses
focus on providing today’s essential skills: business acumen,
strategy, collaboration, and leadership.
Course modules include:
The Business of Healthcare
Healthcare finance overview, risk
mitigation, evolving payment models,
healthcare accounting and cost
analysis, strategic finance, and
managing financial resources.

Operational Excellence
Exercises and case studies on
the application of business
acumen in health care.
Take the next step in your
professional development—
check out the new CHFP
at hfma.org/chfp

